
Lucas Criswell



Why
NRCS told me?

My neighbors are doing it?

NRCS or the county are paying me?

FAD!

When money runs out I’m DONE!

I’m just looking for something to do!





























Sit back and Relax!

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=detour+signs&view=detailv2&qpvt=detour+signs&id=15ADC37B459BECD93CF42883EE401C0658E4F198&selectedIndex=5&ccid=/eo+GWGd&simid=608023665064806026&thid=OIP.Mfdea3e19619d3d04cbdfe62f5aaa1a80H0
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=detour+signs&view=detailv2&qpvt=detour+signs&id=15ADC37B459BECD93CF42883EE401C0658E4F198&selectedIndex=5&ccid=/eo+GWGd&simid=608023665064806026&thid=OIP.Mfdea3e19619d3d04cbdfe62f5aaa1a80H0


Really Why

Protect

The Real Why

Diversify

Restore

Rebuild

Regeneration



1-2
Punch

Maybe 
Even
3 & 4



Sunlight + CO2 

produce sugar in 
the plant which is 
moved to the root 
which in turn 
picks up nutrients 
and water for top 
growth.

Bacteria in the soil can be 
nourished directly at the 
root tips where sugar leaks 
out of the plants, where they 
mineralize some nutrients 
for the plant, additional 
nutrients need applied for 
maximum production

Under specific conditions
mycorrhizal fungi infect plant 
root tips and serve as a second
root system to supply moisture
and nutrients to the plant

Mycorrhizal fungi are 
extremely small and 
delicate structures 
which cannot survive 
tillage but can last 100s 
of years if not 
disturbed

Since mycorrhiza are so small they infect plant
cells directly and can support bacteria along 
their entire length which can be as large as 100 yards
connecting thousands of plants from different species
Mesh Topology

Regeneration



Perfect Fall 
Start - 9/20/16
15#rye
20# oats
30# winter pea
5# vetch
3# crimson

Solar Panels 
for the soil



Animal Impact on 
Every Acre

Manure or Fertilize covers to feed the biology 
That will feed next years crop





from Dwayne Beck of Dakota Lakes Research

C-B-C-B  is predictable 
(insects are small but not dumb) worst

C-C-B-B is better (herbicides, insects lost)

C-C-B-B-W-W  (long rest between) 
*better then C-B-W

Diversity; What Does it 
Look Like?



Diversity?

Corn

Beans



I took the challenge!











The three crops benefit from each other. The maize provides a 
structure for the beans to climb, eliminating the need for 
poles. The beans provide the nitrogen to the soil that the 
other plants use, and the squash spreads along the ground, 
blocking the sunlight, helping prevent the establishment of 
weeds. The squash leaves also act as a "living mulch", creating 
a microclimate to retain moisture in the soil, and the prickly 
hairs of the vine deter pests. Corn, beans, and squash contain 
complex carbohydrates, essential fatty acids and all eight 
essential amino acids, allowing most Native American tribes 
to thrive on a plant-based diet.[7]

From Wikipedia

Companion Cropping as old as the Indians
Corn, Beans, Squash

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunlight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mulch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microclimate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moisture_in_the_soil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spine_(botany)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pest_(organism)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Sisters_(agriculture)#cite_note-McDougall-7


What Can We Grow 
with Corn and Beans?



Rebuild



This makes my hair stand up!



Hide and seek with the slug



I don’t classify this as rebuilding!





Habitat



Spray ?







Insect Diversity on Earth

The only good bug is a dead bugThe only good bug is a dead bug
Insects are the most diverse animals on the 

planet!

For every pest species, there are 1,700 species that are either 
beneficial or that we simply don’t understand

Blue Dasher 
Farms



IPM
 Scout!

 Don’t JUST dump it in cause your making a pass

 Know the consequences

 Select insecticides 

 Use thresholds

 Cheap insurance?  (expensive, deadly)

 If you build it they will come

 This is a HUGE part of the Rebuilding process



Protect!

or it will try to protect itself

202 bhl



203 bhl 202 bhl



5 inches

In an 
hour 
and a 
half











Look past the residue?



180 bhl corn  140# N



What is the Crop Carbon 
Requirement?

(calculated for 60 day assimilatory period)

Wheat* (~ 2 ton DM/a) = 124 lb CO2 / day

Corn (6.6 t/a ) = 410 lb CO2 / day

• Lundegårdh studied wheat, oats and beet carbon assimilation

*Compliments of Will Brinton, Woods End Farm & Laboratories*





Why Buy it in a Jug When You 
Can Grow it?



Thank You!




